NEW THIS MONTH

**Crazy Rich Asians** by Kevin Kwan

**Last Cab to Darwin—DVD**

**History of cricket** by Catherine Chambers

Cricket is the quirkiest sport on earth. This is its history.

*796.358/CHAM*

**Glenn McGrath: Line and strength: the complete story** by Glenn McGrath

Glen won his baggy green cap in 1993 and forged a brilliant career.

*796.35809/MACG*

**Cricket: celebrating the modern game around the world** by Philip Brown

“The last twenty five years have been an exciting time for international cricket.”

*796.358/BROW*

CONTENTS:

- Audio Books 4
- DVDs 4
- Fiction 2, 3
- General Interest 1
- Music CDs 4
- New this Month 1
- Serial of the Month 4
The professor by Charlotte Bronte
William Crimsworth is working as a professor when he meets Made-moiselle Reuter the director of a neighbouring school. William becomes attracted to her but she is not as she seems. Despite her promised betrothal to another she will not release her hold over William and tries to stand in his way of finding love elsewhere.

823.8/BRON

Devil’s nebula by Eric Brown
Ed Carew and his team of smugglers are offered the choice between working for the Expansion or an ignominious death. They must cross the domain of humanity’s neighbours – the Vetch, an alien race who have been at war with the humans and only recently achieved an uneasy peace.

S/BROW BK.1

Good daughter by Honey Brown
Rebecca and Zach live on the outskirts of town, but on different sides of the tracks. Zach’s wealthy mother disappears and Rebecca is implicated in her disappearance. Rebecca and Zach are drawn into the treacherous adult world. Can anyone be trusted?

F/BROW

This case is gonna kill me by Philippa Bornikova
Humans make the best out of the rule of the spooks by affiliating with them rather than becoming their prey. Linnet Ellery is the offspring of a Connecticut family dating back to colonial times. She is now working at a White Fang law firm. She is assigned unpromising cases and then for no apparent reason she becomes the target of random violent attacks.

S/BORN

Persuasion by Jane Austen
Eight years ago Anne Elliot was persuaded by others to break her engagement to a poor handsome naval captain Frederick Wentworth. Anne is no longer young and has few romantic prospects. What will happen when Anne and Frederick meet again?

F/AUST

Rivers of London by Ben Aaronovitch
DC Peter Grant used to be a probationary constable in the Metropolitan Police Service. He will show you his city. Not the capital that you see as you make your way to the tube from bus, or from Elephant to Castle. The capital under its darkest cover is packed full of crime and magic. A city that you would never suspect!

S/ARRO BK.1

Agatha Raisin and the busy body by M.C. Beaton
Agatha Raisin was stirred from her surreptitious slumbers at the Christmas meeting of the Carsely’s Ladies Society by a blood curdling scream. The officer, Mr Sunday from the local health and safety board is found dead in the holly bush. Agatha must find the killer fast.

F/BEAT

Christie curse by Victoria Abbott
Jordan Bingham needs a new job and somewhere to live. Jordan lands the perfect job with room and board thrown in. She is to look for rare mysteries for an avid book collector Vera Van Alst, the most hated woman in Harrison Falls. Jordan is to track down the rumoured Agatha Christie play.

F/ABBO
Parliament of blood by Justin Richards
In the British Museum a sarcophagus is unwrapped, blood is spilt and the Lord of the Undead rises to lead his vampire army to victory over the British Empire. Only Eddie, George, Liz and Sir William know the truth. No one believes them, so they must try and stop the takeover on their own.

S/RICH

Hunger by Melvin Burgess
Beth wakes up, and finds herself covered in dirt. Her night time wandering seems to have turned into something more sinister, especially after she hears about a desecrated grave. The city is soon plagued by strange sightings and sudden disappearances. Beth knows that she is changing inside. Something is filling her with a desperate hunger that screams for her to satisfy it at any cost.

S/BURG

Domain by James Herbert
The nuclear war had torn the city apart, its people destroyed or mutilated beyond hope. For a few, survival is possible beneath the wrecked streets. Down below the rats – demonic offspring of their irradiated forebears, are waiting. The humans have become their prey.

S/HERB

Dracula the un-dead by Darce Stoker
Twenty five years after Van Hesling and his allies killed Dracula, evil stalks Europe. The heroes are being hunted. Could Dracula have returned to seek vengeance or is there a more sinister force at work?

S/STOK

Salem’s lot by Stephen King
Ben Mears has returned to Salem’s Lot to write a book on his early life there and to exorcise the terror that he witnessed. A new resident in the town has a strange allure and makes Ben very uneasy as things start to happen – a child disappears, a dog is killed – not that unusual, but then the list grows.

S/KING

Last werewolf by Glen Duncan
Jake Marlowe is the last werewolf on Earth and he is tired of the killing and of life. He is counting down the time to suicide. A violent murder and an extraordinary meeting have him plunging back to enmity as anti-occult forces pull him into a desperate pursuit of life.

S/DUNC

Monster: a novel of Frankenstein by Dave Zeltserman
Friedrich Hoffman tells the story of how he was accused of murdering the girl he loved and the torture and execution for his crime. How he woke up deformed on the slab of Dr Victor Frankenstein. He wants revenge, but at what cost to his remnants of humanity?

S/ZELT

Voice of the blood by Jemiah Jefferson
Ariane’s life as a grad student was boring. She longed for change and some excitement. Little did she know that her life would change forever. She met Ricari and fell for him without realizing his world was darkness and decay. A world that she never dreamed possible. Ricari’s world was the world of the undead.

S/JEFF

Poe by J. Lincoln Fenn
Dimitri Petrov has a grim life. It has been one year since his parent’s death, he can’t finish his Rasputin Zombie novel and his job is writing obituaries. Dimitri is assigned to cover a séance at Aspinwall Mansion. He meets Lisa and just as he is about to ask her out, he unwittingly unleashes malevolent forces. What is the connection between his family, Aspinwall and antiquarian books?
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**DVDs**
- Roman Holiday

**MUSIC CDs**
- Kenny G—Heart and Soul
- Kiss—Kiss
- Lady Antebellum—Need you now

**AUDIO BOOKS**
- M.C. Beaton—Agatha Raisin: a spoonful of poison

**SERIALS**
- HJ

**SERIALS**
- 10 Colour Trends for Summer

**SERIALS**
- Kitchens and Bathrooms